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On the Mo¨bius Algebra of Geometric Lattices
GWIHEN ETIENNE
The Mo¨bius algebra of a poset was introduced by Solomon and also studied by Greene in
the special case of lattices. Let L denote a geometric lattice. Our key idea is to consider all
the characteristic polynomials of upper intervals in L as components of one object, which is
multiplicative. Now, by simple algebraic means we obtain new identities involving the characteristic
polynomial and the Tutte polynomial of a geometric lattice.
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1. THE MO¨BIUS ALGEBRA OF A LATTICE
Let L be a finite lattice whose meet operation (resp. join operation) will be denoted by
_.resp: ^/. Let O1.resp: O0/ denote the largest (resp. the smallest) element in L. The Mo¨bius
function of L is the two-variable function defined on L L by the relations:X
a2L
bac
.a; c/ D b;c.1 if b D c and 0 otherwise/
Following Solomon [6], we call Mo¨bius algebra of L the algebra over R with basis feaI a 2
Lg and relations eaeb D ea^b. The Mo¨bius algebra of L will be denoted by A.L/.
NOTATION 1.1. For all a 2 L we define "a to be
"a D
X
b2L
.b; a/eb:
THEOREM 1.2 ([6]). Let L be a finite lattice. The set of elements f"aI a 2 Lg form a
basis of orthogonal idempotents, that is, a basis of A.L/ satisfying:
"a"a D "a;
"a"b D 0 if a 6D b
NOTATION 1.3. Let E be a finite set and fxeI e 2 Eg a family of indeterminates. For
every subset A of E we denote by x A the monomial
Q
e2A xe. More generally, if f denotes
a function of one variable, we denote by f .x/A the product Qe2A f .xe/. If A D ;, we set
f .x/A D 1.
EXAMPLE 1.4. The next example will play an important role at the end of this paper.
Let E be a finite set and fxeI e 2 Eg a family of indeterminates. First, consider A.L/, the
Mo¨bius algebra associated with the lattice L of subsets of E (where A ^ B D A \ B/. On
the other side, let A0 be the quotient algebra of RTfxeI e 2 EgU by the ideal I generated by
elements fx2e − xeI e 2 Eg. The linear map defined from A.L/ onto A by eA 7! x EnA (A
subset of E) is an isomorphism. This isomorphism will allows us to associate in a simple
way equalities in A.L/ to polynomial identities. One verifies that the set of orthogonal
idempotents of A0 is given by polynomials x EnA.1− x/A mod I.
Of course, the set of orthogonal idempotents of the algebra A.L/ is unique and determined
by the relations of Theorem 1.2. Moreover, for every idempotent element e in A.L/ (i.e.,
an element such that ee D e) there exists a unique subset A of L with e DPe2A "e.
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PROPOSITION 1.5. Let L be a finite lattice, A.L/ its Mo¨bius algebra with basis feaI a 2
Lg and f"aI a 2 Lg its basis of orthogonal idempotents.
(i) ea"b D "b if a  b and " D 0 otherwise.
(ii) ([3]) For all a 2 L, "a DQb2LIb<a.ea − eb/.
(iii) Let C denote any non-empty subset of L and CC the set of elements a of L such that
no element b of C satisfies b  a. Then
Y
c2C
.eO1 − ec/ D
X
a2CC
"a :
PROOF. (i) As ea DPc2LIca "c, the product by "b gives "b if a  b and 0 otherwise
according to the orthogonality relations.
(ii) For a 2 L, let us write a D Qb2LIb<a.ea − eb/. It suffices to prove that for all
a; b 2 L; a"b equals "a if a D b and 0 if a 6D b. This will be easily verified.
(iii) For all c in C , eO1 − ec yields an idempotent of A.L/; thus so does the product
e D Qc2C .eO1 − ec/. There exists a subset E of L such that e D Pe2E "e, namely
E D fa 2 LI e"a 6D 0g. It follows from (i) that if c 2 C then .Qc2C .eO1 − ec//"a D 0
if and only if c  a. Thus E D CC. 2
REMARK 1.6. Let us denote by Max C the set of maximal elements in C . We haveQ
c2C .eO1− ec/ D
Q
c2Max C .eO1− ec/, for if d  c in L, then .eO1− ed/.eO1− ec/ D .eO1− ec/.
In order to illustrate these elementary results, we give now an alternative proof of a fa-
mous theorem due to Rota [5, Section 6]. Other proofs can be found in [4].
DEFINITION 1.7. Let L be a finite lattice and C be a subset of L. One calls C a crosscut
if following conditions are satisfied:
(i) C contains neither O0 nor O1;
(ii) any two elements in C are uncomparable;
(iii) every maximal chain in L intersects C .
Let C be a crosscut of L. The set L admits a partition into CC and C−, where CC is
the set of elements x 2 L such that no element c in C is greater than x and C− is the set
of elements x 2 L such that there exists an element c 2 C with c  x .
LEMMA 1.8. If C is a crosscut then for all k 2 CC:
Maxfx ^ kI x 2 Cg D Maxfx 2 CI x  kg:
PROOF. Left to the reader. 2
LEMMA 1.9. If C is a crosscut then for all k 2 CC, we have:Y
y2CIyk
.ek − ey/ D
X
y2CCIyk
"y :
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PROOF. Note that Proposition 1.5(iii) is a special case of this Lemma (take k D O1). From
Proposition 1.5(iii), we obtain Qy2C .eO1 − ey/ D Py2CC "y . Thus, multiplying the two
members by ek :  Y
y2C
.eO1 − ey/
!
 ek D
X
y2CC
"yek D
X
y2CCIyk
"y :
By Remark 1.6 and Lemma 1.8:Y
y2C
.ek − ey^k/ D
Y
y2Maxfx^kIx2Cg
.ek − ey/ D
Y
y2CIyk
.ek − ey/
thus: Y
y2CIyk
.ek − ey/ D
X
y2CCIyk
"y :
2
PROPOSITION 1.10 (ROTA’S CROSSCUT THEOREM). Let L be a finite lattice and C a
crosscut of L. For t 2 C− and u 2 CCVX
AC
^ADt;_ADu
.−1/jAj D .t; u/:
PROOF. Let k be an element of CC. Let us denote by Ck the set of elements y in C such
that y  k. If we expand the product Qy2CIyk.ek − ey/ we obtain:Y
y2CIyk
.ek − ey/ D
X
ACk
.−1/jAje^A:
If t 2 C−, the coefficient of et in this sum isX
ACk^ADt
D
X
u2CC
 X
ACk^ADt;_ADu
.−1/jAj
!
D
 X
AC
^ADt;_ADu
.−1/jAj
!
:
Now, the coefficient of et in
P
u2CCIuk "u is
P
u2CCIuk .t; u/. Hence, for all k 2 CCX
u2CC;uk
 X
AC
^ADt;_ADu
.−1/jAj
!
D
X
u2CCIuk
.t; u/:
Thus, by Mo¨bius inversion in CC, for all t 2 C− and u 2 CC:X
AC
^ADt;_ADu
.−1/jAj D .t; u/:
2
2. LATTICE MORPHISMS, CLOSURE OPERATORS
In this section, we recall definitions and elementary results concerning lattices.
DEFINITION 2.1. Let L and L0 be two finite lattices. One calls a ^-morphism (resp: _-
morphism) a map  from L into L0 such that for all a; b 2 L, .a ^ b/ D .a/ ^
.b/ .resp: .a _ b/ D .a/ _ .b//.
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DEFINITION 2.2. Let L be a finite lattice. We say that X  L is ^-closed (resp: ^-
closed ) if, for all a; b 2 X we have a ^ b 2 X .resp: a ^ b 2 X/.
The image of a ^-morphism (resp: ^- morphism)  from L into L0 is a ^-closed
(resp: _-closed) subset of L0.
Suppose X is a ^-closed subset of L equipped with a maximum element. Then X ,
ordered as in L, is a lattice where the lower bound of a; b 2 X is a ^ b and where
the upper bound of a; b 2 X is ^fc 2 XI c  a and c  bg.
Dually, suppose X is a _-closed subset of L equipped with a minimum element.
Then .X;^X ;_/ is a lattice where, for all a; b 2 X; a ^X b denotes _fc 2 XI c 
a and c  bg.
DEFINITION 2.3. Suppose L is a finite lattice and f is a map from L into itself. One
says f is a closure if it satisfies the following properties:
(a) for all a 2 L; f .a/  a;
(b) for all a; b 2 L; a  b implies f .a/  f .b/;
(c) for all a 2 L; f . f .a// D f .a/.
DEFINITION 2.4. Suppose L is a finite lattice and g is a map from L into itself. One
calls g a dual closure if it satisfies the following properties:
(a) for all a 2 L; g.a/  a;
(b) for all a; b 2 L; a  b implies g.a/  g.b/;
(c) for all a 2 L; g.g.a// D g.a/.
Of course, a dual closure of L is a closure of L given with its inverse order.
The three concepts of morphism, ^-closed subset and closure are in fact equivalent, as
explained in the next proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.5.
(i) Let f be a closure of L;F its image. Then F is a ^-closed subset. For all a 2 L we
have f .a/ D ^fb 2 FI b  ag, and .F;^;_F / is a lattice where a _F b D ^fc 2
FI c  a and c  bg. Moreover, for all a; b 2 L; f .a _ b/ D f .a/ _F f .b/.
(ii) If F denotes a ^-closed subset containing O1 then F is the image of a unique closure
f defined by f .a/ D ^fb 2 FI b  ag.
(iii) Let L and L0 be finite lattices and  be a _-morphism from L into L0. Denote by
f with map from L into itself which associates a 2 L to _fb 2 LI f .b/ D f .a/g.
Then f is a closure of L, whose image will be denoted by F . The restriction of  to
.F;^;_F / is a _-morphism (and a lattice isomorphism).
Similar result are obtained by duality on dual closures, ^- closed subsets and ^-morphisms.
EXAMPLE 2.6. Consider a lattice L and  a closure of L with image F . Let a be a fixed
element of L and look at the map a from L into itself defined by a.x/ D a ^ x . As a
is a ^-morphism, so is its restriction to F , the image Fa of F by a is a lattice. Let us
denote by g the map from F into itself such that g.x/ D .a ^ x/. One verifies that for
all x 2 F; g.x/ D ^fy 2 FIa.y/ D a.x/g. From the dual version of Proposition 2.5
(iii), we deduce that g is a dual closure and that the restriction of a to the image of g is a
lattice isomorphism.
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We find the situation we just described when F is a \-closed finite family of subsets
of a set E . We suppose that E 2 F . Here, L D P.E/.P.E/ denotes the set of all
subsets of E),  is the closure operator A 7! \fF 2 FI A  Fg and A denotes the map
X 2 P.E/ 7! A \ X . Define a map g V F ! F by g.F/ D .A \ F/. g is a dual closure
of F . Our previous remark states that A admits a factorization i g where i , the restriction
of A to the image of g, is an isomorphism.
Consider now two lattices L and L0, and  a ^-morphism from L into L0. Let fe0bI b 2 L0g
denote the standard basis of L0. The map  can be extended in an algebra morphism—
we will also denote it by —between Mo¨bius algebras A.L/ and A.L0/, defined by the
relations .ea/ D e0.a/.
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let  be a dual closure on L and L0 its image. The orthogonal idem-
potents of A.L0/ are the "0a given by the formula:
"0a D ."a/I a 2 L0:
Furthermore, if a 2 LnL0 then ."a/ D 0.
If  is a closure of L, the image L0 of  is a ^-closed subset of L and we can consider
A.L0/ as a subalgebra of A.L/.
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let  be a closure of L and L0 be its image. If we consider A.L0/ as
a subalgebra of A.L/, the orthogonal idempotents of A.L0/ are given by:
"0a D
X
b2LI.b/D.a/
"bI a 2 L0:
Proposition 2.8 is equivalent to the well-known property of the Mo¨bius function of a
closure (with our notation):
L0.a; b/ D
X
c2LI.c/D.b/
L.a; c/:
3. IDENTITIES INVOLVING THE CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIAL
We will only be interested in lattices with Jordan–Ho¨lder property, i.e., equipped with
a height function (i.e., an integer valued function such that for all a; b 2 L, if b covers a
then h.b/ D h.a/C 1). In such a lattice, the characteristic polynomial is
P.LI u/ D
X
a2L
.O0; a/uh.O1/−h.a/:
As for all a; b 2 L, the interval Ta; bU is also a Jordan–Ho¨lder lattice, we will also consider
the polynomials P.Ta; bUI u/.
NOTATION 3.1. In the polynomial ring on A.L/ with indeterminate u we set:
ML.u/ D
X
a2L
P.Ta; O1UI u/ea :
LEMMA 3.2.
ML.u/ D
X
b2L
uh.
O1/−h.b/"b:
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PROOF.
ML.u/ D
X
a2L
 X
b2Ta;O1U
.a; b/uh.O1/−h.b/
!
ea
D
X
b2L
uh.
O1/−h.b/
 X
a2LIab
.a; b/ea
!
D
X
b2L
uh.
O1/−h.b/"b:
2
A dual closure g of L is said to be compatible with the height function h if the image L0
of L by g is a Jordan–Ho¨lder lattice whose height function h0 verifies for all a 2 L0; h0.a/ D
h.a/.
PROPOSITION 3.3.
(i) Let u; v be two indeterminates; then ML.u/ML.v/ D ML.uv/.
(ii) If a 2 L then ea ML.u/ D uh.O1/−h.a/MTO0;aU.u/.
(iii) Let g be a dual closure of L compatible with the height function and L0 be the image
of L by g. We have: uh.L/−h0.L0/ML0.u/ D g.ML.u//.
PROOF. (i) By Lemma 3.2,
ML.u/ML.v/ D
X
a;b2L
uh.
O1/−h.a/vh.O1/−h.b/"a"b D
X
a2L
.uv/h.
O1/−h.a/ D ML.uv/:
(ii) As ML.u/ D
P
b2L uh.
O1/−h.b/"b, we obtain from Proposition 1.5 (i),
ea ML.u/ D
X
b2L;ba
uh.
O1/−h.b/"b
D uh.O1/−h.a/
X
b2TO0;aU
uh.a/−h.b/"b
D uh.O1/−h.a/MTO0;aU.u/:
(iii) Following Proposition 2.7, if g is a dual closure of L with image L0, the orthogonal
idempotents of L0 are given by the relations: "0a D g."a/ if a 2 L0. On the other hand, if
a 62 L0, we have g."a/ D 0.
After applying g to ML.u/ we obtain:
g.ML.u// D g
 X
a2L
uh.
O1/−h.a/"a
!
D
X
a2L0
uh.
O1/−h.a/"0a :
As g is compatible with the height function:
g.ML.u// D
X
a2L0
uh.
O1/−h.a/"0a D uh.O1/−h.g.O1//
X
a2L0
uh
0.g.O1//−h0.a/"0a D uh.L/−h.L
0/ML0.u/:
2
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We remark that assertion (ii) can be derived from assertion (iii) by choosing for g the
dual closure x 7! a ^ x .
The previous result admits some applications to matroids. When dealing with matroids
we will adopt the following notations:
if M is a matroid on the finite set E we will denote by F.M/ the family of its closed
subsets or flats and by  the closure operator;
for every subset X of E we will denote by M.X/.resp: M=X/ the restriction of M to
X (resp. the contraction of M to X , which is a matroid on EnX ). Recall by the way
that the lattice of flats of M=X is isomorphic to the interval T.X/; EU in the lattice
of flats of M ;
we will denote by .MI / the characteristic polynomial of the matroid M which is
the characteristic polynomial of the lattice of flats if the matroid has no loops, and
zero when the matroid admits at least one loop. Finally, the height function h in the
lattice of flats is precisely the rank function, denoted by r .
COROLLARY 3.4.
(i) (Rota) Let L be a Jordan–Ho¨lder lattice. If g is a dual closure of L compatible with
the height function and L0 is the image of g then the characteristic polynomial of L0
satisfies the identity:
P.L0I u/ D uh.L/−h.L0/
X
a2LIg.a/DO0
P.Ta; O1UI u/:
(ii) Let M be a matroid on the finite set E and A be any subset of E . The characteristic
polynomial of the restricted matroid M.A/ is given by the formula:
.M.A/I u/ D ur.E/−r.A/
X
F2F.M/IF\AD;
.M=FI u/:
PROOF. (i) We deduce from Proposition 3.3 (iii) that uh.L/−h0.L0/ML0.u/ D g.ML.u//.
The coefficient of e0O0 in the left side is u
h.L/−h0.L0/P.L0I u/, and in the right side this
coefficient equals X
a2LIg.ea/De00
P.Ta; O1UI u/:
By virtue of Proposition 2.5 (i) dual, any dual closure g defines a ^-morphism from L onto
L0 D g.L/ and, by definition, g.ea/ D e0g.a/.
(ii) We find ourselves in the situation described in Example 2.6. The flats of the restricted
matroid M.A/ are the subsets of E of the form A \ F where F 2 F.M/. Thus the
lattice of flats of M.A/ is isomorphic to the image of F.M/ by the dual closure g which
maps F 2 F.M/ to .A \ F/. Therefore, the lattices F.M.A// and L0 have the same
characteristic polynomials.
Moreover, the dual closure g is compatible with the height function of the lattice of flats
since the rank in M.A/ of a subset of A is precisely the rank of this subset in M . So
equality (i) works:
P.L0I u/ D u−h.L/Ch.L0/
X
a2LIg.a/DO0
P.Ta; O1U; u/;
that is:
P.F.M.A//I u/ D u−r.E/Cr.A/
X
F2F.M/I.A\F/DO0
P.F.M=F/; u/: (1)
Consider now the characteristic polynomials:
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if A contains a loop of M , there exists no flat F of M such that a \ F D ;. (Recall
that O0 in the lattice of flats is the union of loops). The two sides of equality (ii) are
zero;
If A does not contain any loop of the matroid M , then for any flat F such that
.A \ F/ D O0, we have also A \ F D ;, as r.A \ F/ D 0 implies A \ f D ;. On
the other hand, none of the matroids M and M=F (F a flat) admits a loop. There-
fore, P.F.M.A//I u/ D .M.A/I u/, and for all F 2 F.M/, P.F.M=F//I u/ D
.M=FI u/ and equality (ii) follows from equality (1). 2
REMARK 3.5. Following Crapo, we view this result as a consequence of Proposition 2
in [5, Section 9]. It has been implicitly used in the proof of Dowling’s formula (Proposi-
tion 7.6.6 in [7]).
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let u and v be indeterminates. The following identity holds:X
a2L
uh.1/−h.a/P.TO0; aUI u/P.Ta; O1UI v/ D P.TO0; O1UI uv/:
PROOF. From Proposition 3.3(i), ML.v/ML.u/ D ML.uv/. The coefficient of eO0 in the
right side of this equality is, by definition, P.LI uv/. Let us expand the left side:
ML.v/ML.u/ D
X
a2L
P.Ta; O1UI v/ea ML.u/ D
X
a2L
P.Ta; O1UI v/uh.O1/−h.a/MTO0;aU.u/
which gives, by 3.3 (ii) X
a2LIb2TO0;aU
uh.
O1/−h.a/P.Ta; O1UI v/P.Tb; aUI u/eb:
The coefficient of eO0 in this expression isX
a2L
uh.
O1/−h.a/P.TO0; aUI u/P.Ta; O1UI v/;
and the proposition follows. 2
APPLICATIONS 3.7. As an illustration, we establish two polynomial identities.
(i) Let L be the lattice of partitions of a finite set E with cardinality n (we know that this
lattice is isomorphic to the lattice of flats of the matroid of cycles of the complete graph
on n vertices, Kn). Let us denote by Sm.u/ the polynomial .u−1/.u−2/ : : : .u−m/
when m  1 and S0.u/ D 1. For any partition  D fX1; X2; : : : ; Xkg of E , the
characteristic polynomial of the interval TO0;  U in L is QiI1ik SjXi j−1.u/. The
characteristic polynomial of the interval T; O1U is Sk−1.u/. Thus:
X
fX1;X2;:::;Xk g partition of E
uk−1
 Y
iI1ik
SjXi j−1.u/
!
Sk−1.v/ D Sn−1.uv/:
(ii) Let G F.q/ be the finite field with q elements and L the lattice of vector subspaces
of G F.q/n . Set Gm.u/ D .u − 1/.u − q/.u − q2/ : : : .u − qm−1/ when m  1 and
G0.u/ D 1. The q-binomial coefficient

n
k

, the number of k-dimensional subspaces
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of G F.q/n , equals .q
n−1/.qn−q/.qn−qk−1/
.qk−1/.qk−q/.qk−qk−1/ . Our previous proposition leads to the
identity: X
kI0kn

n
k

un−k Gk.u/Gn−k.v/ D Gn.uv/:
(We can also deduce this identity from the q-binomial theorem. We give here a
glimpse of the subject. If q denotes a complex number with modulus jqj < 1, we set
for any complex number x; .x/1 DQk0.1−qk x/ and .x/n DQkI0kn−1.1−qk x/.
The q-binomial theorem states the equality:
P
n0
.a/n
.q/n x
n D .ax/1
.x/1 .)
REMARK 3.8. After expanding the product
ML.u/ML.v/ D
 X
a2L
P.Ta; O1UI u/
! X
b2L
P.Tb; O1UI v/
!
;
if we identify it to ML.uv/ and consider the coefficient of eO0 we obtain:X
a;b2L
a^bDO0
P.Ta; O1UI u/P.Tb; O1UI v/ D P.TO0; O1UI uv/:
From this remark, we deduce the following property of characteristic polynomials:
PROPOSITION 3.9. Let u; v be two nonzero real numbers and ; 0 two elements of f−;Cg.
If, for all a 2 L, we have sign .P.Ta; O1UI u// 2 f0; g.resp: D /, then for all a 2 L, we
have: sign.P.Ta; O1UI uv// 2 f0; 0g.resp: − 0/.
We consider now matroids and linear codes. Let M be a matroid on a finite set E , L
the lattice of its flats. Suppose M admits a linear representation over a finite field G F.q/.
To any linear representation of the matroid M one associates a linear code, which is the
subspace of G F.q/E generated by the rows of the representative matrix. Let C1 be a linear
code associated with M by this means. As the support of a vector v of C1 is the complement
of a flat of the matroid M , one can define the element C1 of the Mo¨bius algebra A.L/ by:
C1 D
X
v2C1
eEnsupport .v/:
We know from coding theory that C1 can be written
P
A2L .M=AI q/eA. M is also
representable over G F.qn/.n  1/: every representative matrix over G F.q/ yields a rep-
resentative matrix on G F.qn/. If Cn denotes a linear code over G F.qn/ associated with
M , then we set:
Cn D
X
v2Cn
eEnsupport .v/:
PROPOSITION 3.10. For all m; n 2 N, the elements Cm an Cn of A.L/ satisfy:
CmCn D CmCn :
PROOF. As Cm D PA2L .M=AI qm/eA D ML.qm/ and similarly Cn D ML.qn/,
Proposition 3.3 (i) gives:
CmCn D ML.qm/ML.qn/ D ML.qmCn/ D CmCn :
2
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Let us denote by r the sum of idempotents "a for a 2 L and h.a/ D r . As rs D r;sr ,
the elements fr I 0  r  h.O1/g generate a subalgebra of A.L/.
PROPOSITION 3.11. C1 belongs to the subalgebra of A.L/ generated by r I .0  r 
h.O1//. Furthermore, if we set Gm.u/ D .u−1/.u−q/.u−q2/    .u−qm−1/, for all m  1
and G0.u/ D 1, we have:
.8k; 0  k  n/Gk.C1/ D Gk.qk/
X
rIkrn

r
k

n−r :
In particular, if n is the height of L (that is the dimension of the linear code C1), then GnC1
is the minimum polynomial of C1.
PROOF. We have previously proved in Lemma 3.2 the equality:
ML.u/ D
X
b2L
uh.
O1/−h.b/"b:
Thus
ML.u/ D
X
rI0rn
urn−r :
Thus C1 D ML.q/ belongs to the subalgebra generated by the fr I 0  r  ng. Let Q be
a polynomial with real-valued coefficients: then
Q.ML.u// D
X
rI0rn
Q.ur /n−r
(we use the orthogonality of the k). Therefore,
Q.C1/ D Q.ML.q// D
X
rI0rn
Q.qr /n−r :
Q.C1/ vanishes only if Q admits the roots fqr I r D 0; : : : ; ng that is, if GnC1 divides Q.
We also obtain that
Gk.C1/ D
X
rI0rn
Gk.qr /n−r :
But Gk.qr / vanishes if k > r and equals

r
k

Gk.qk/ if k  r . 2
4. APPLICATION TO THE TUTTE POLYNOMIAL OF A MATROID
Let E be a finite set and L0 the lattice .P.E/;\;[/ of subsets of E . We have seen in
Example 1.4 that we can identify the Mo¨bius algebra of this lattice with the polynomial
algebra A0 D RTfxeI e 2 EgU=I where I denotes the ideal generated by fx2e − xeI e 2 Eg,
through the isomorphism A 7! x EnA (see Notation 1.3). The natural basis of A0 is given
by fx EnAI A  Eg and the basis of orthogonal idempotents is fx EnA.1− x/AI A  Eg.
LEMMA 4.1. Let A.L0/ be the Mo¨bius algebra of the lattice .P.E/;\;[/. Denote by T
the linear map of A.L0/ into itself defined on the basis of orthogonal idempotents f"AI A 
Eg by:
T ."A/ D "EnA:
If we identify A.L0/ with the polynomial algebra A0, this map T can be identified with the
automorphism of the algebra A0 which extends the map:
xe 7! 1− xe.e 2 E/: (2)
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PROOF. Exchanging A and EnA in x EnA in x EnA.1− x/A is equivalent to replacing xe
by 1− xe for all e. 2
The interest of the identification of A.L0/ and A0 is explained in the following remark:
REMARK 4.2. Every equality between polynomials of degree at most one in each of the
indeterminates xeI .e 2 E/ in the quotient algebra is also true in the algebra RTfxeI e 2 EgU
(without quotient). Let M be a matroid on the finite set E . We will denote by r its rank
function and by F.M/ the lattice of its flats. We also denote by M the dual matroid of M
and by F.M/ the lattice of flats of M. Recall that the rank function r of the dual of M
satisfies:
r.A/ D jAj C r.EnA/− r.E/:
For any matroid N ; .N I / will denote the characteristic polynomial of N .
THEOREM 4.3. Let u and v be two indeterminates. We have the following identity in
RTfxeI e 2 EgU:X
AE
ur.E/−r.A/vjAj−r.A/x EnA.1−x/A D
X
A2F.M/IB2F.M/
A[BDE
.M=AI u/.M=BI v/x EnA.1−x/EnB :
PROOF. Let us denote by Nxe the reduction mod I of the intermediate xe.X
AE
ur.E/−r.A/vjAj−r.A/ Nx EnA.1− Nx/r.E/−r.A/ D
X
AE
ur.E/−r.A/vjAj−r.A/"A
D
 X
AE
ur.E/−r.A/"A
! X
AE
vjAj−r.A/"A
!
:
As jAj − r.A/ D r.E/− r.EnA/ we obtainX
AE
vjAj−r.A/"A D
X
AE
vr
.E/−r.EnA/"A
D
X
AE
vr
.E/−r.A/"EnA
D T
 X
AE
vr
.E/−r.A/"A
!
:
Thus we have: X
AE
ur.E/−r.A/vjAj−r.A/ Nx EnA.1− Nx/r.E/−r.A/
D MF.M/.u/T .MF.M/.v// (Notation 3.1 and Lemma 3.2)
D
 X
F2F.M/
.M=FI u/eF
!
T
 X
G2F.M/
.M=GI v/eG
!
(these notations follow from the fact that the Mo¨bius algebras of F.M/ and F.M/ are
subalgebras of the Mo¨bius algebra of P.E/)
D
 X
F2F.M/
.M=FI u/eF
! X
G2F.M/
.M=GI v/T .eG/
!
(3)
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But eF and T .eG/ are respectively polynomials Nx EnF and .1 − Nx/EnG , by Lemma 4.1.
By Eqn. (2), the product eF T .eG/ vanishes if and only if .EnF/ \ .EnG/ 6D ;, that is
F [ G 6D E . After expanding Eqn. (3) we obtainX
AE
ur.E/−r.A/vjAj−r.A/ Nx EnA.1− Nx/A D
X
A2F.M/IB2F.M/
A[BDE
.M=AI u/.M=BI v/ Nx EnA.1− Nx/E=B :
As we deal with polynomials of degree at most one in each indeterminate xe.e 2 E/, we are
allowed to put Nxe in place of xe, as suggested by Remark 4.2. Thus we obtain the desired
identity. 2
The Tutte polynomial for the matroid M on the finite set E is the polynomial T .MI u; v/
of indeterminates u and v defined by
T .MI u; v/ D
X
AE
.u − 1/r.E/−r.A/.v − 1/jA”−r.A/:
The characteristic polynomial of the matroid M can be expressed in terms of the Tutte
polynomial through the relation:
T .MI u; 0/ D .−1/r.M/.MI 1− u/:
Following [1], we will denote by j j.MI u/ the polynomial with positive coefficients:
j j.MI u/ D .−1/r.M/.MI−u/:
A cyclic flat will mean a flat of the matroid M whose complement in E is a flat of the dual
matroid M. The set of cyclic flats of M will be denoted by FC.M/.
PROPOSITION 4.4. The Tutte polynomial of the matroid M satisfies the identity:
T .MI u; v/ D
X
F2FC.M/
j j.M=FI u − 1/j j.M=.EnF/I v − 1/:
PROOF. Consider in each side of the equality of Theorem 4.3 the coefficient of the mono-
mial x E . In the left side, we obtain:
P
AE ur.E/−r.A/vjAj−r.A/.−1/jAj. The coefficient of
x jE j in the right side is: X
A2F.M/IEnA2F.M/
.M=AI u/.M=.EnA/I v/.−1/jAj:
Replacing u by −u and v by −v we obtain
.−1/r.E/
X
AE
ur.E/−r.A/vjAj−r.A/ D .−1/r.E/
X
A2FC.M/
j j.M=AI u/j j.M=.EnA/I v/:
We obtain the desired identity by replacing u by u − 1 and v by v − 1. 2
REMARK 4.5. As j j.M=AI u/ D T .M=AI uC 1; 0/, we obtain a ‘tensorial’ decomposi-
tion of the Tutte polynomial:
T .MI u; v/ D
X
A2FC.M/
T .M=AI u; 0/T .M=AI 0; v/:
Now, setting u D v D 1 in 4.4, we obtain the following result:
PROPOSITION 4.6. The number of bases of a matroid M is:
b.M/ D
X
F2FC.M/
jM .F; E/kM.EnF; E/j:
For a combinatorial interpretation of this identity, see [2].
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